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Intro
Spectre DPI

DPI technologies

Signature analysis methods:

Traffic Monitoring and Analysis System, is
designed to analyze, apply rules and modify
traffic using DPI (Deep Packet Inspection)
technology.

(Deep Packet Inspection, Deep Traffic
Analysis) - allows you to determine
the exchange protocol between
the parties on the basis of identifying
features contained in a series of IP packets.

1. Sample analysis (Pattern analysis).
2. Numerical analysis.
3. Behavioral analysis.
4. Heuristic analysis.
5. Protocol/stateful analysis.

Spectre DPI is a software that can be installed on the customer’s equipment or delivered as a software and hardware complex. Due to the use of
standard equipment, the cost of ownership of Spectre DPI is the lowest compared to peers.
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Performance
Characteristics
Bandwidth
Maximum number of sessions

Maximum number of new sessions per second

Spectre -6

Spectre -20

Spectre -40

Spectre -80

Spectre -100

6 Gbit/s

20 Gbit/s

40 Gbit/s

80 Gbit/s

100 Gbit/s

4М

16 М

32 М

64 М

80 М

100 К

250 К

350 К

400 К

500 К

Number of detected protocols
Maximum number of subscribers

6000+
400 К

2М

4М

8М

10 М

6x1GbE RJ-45

2x10GbE SFP+

4x10GbE SFP+

8x10GbE SFP+

10x10GbE SFP+

30 µs

30 µs

30 µs

30 µs

30 µs

Hardware platform

1U, 19”

1U, 19”

1U, 19”

1U, 19”

1U, 19”

1 CPU frequency from 2.5 GHz

4 core

6 core

12 core

22 core

28 core

16

32

64

96

128

Network interfaces for traffic processing (without bypass)*
Max. Latency - not more than

RAM

(*) – ER interfaces can be provided to order.
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Installations structure
The main connection scheme of Spectre is “in line”, by analogy with a network bridge. The device with Spectre DPI software is not visible on the
network (there is no “hop”), that is, it corresponds to L2 in the protocol stack of the OSI model (“which is equivalent to connecting two ports with a
network cable”).
Typical network connection point after BRAS (after terminating subscriber sessions) and before the border router or network core router.

BRAS
Subscribers

NAT / Edge router
Spectre DPI

Internet

Scheme 1
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Installations structure
If it is necessary to increase throughput up to 3.84 Tbit, it is possible to use a solution with Juniper MX Series or CISCO 6500/7600 series switching
equipment.
Spectre DPI
DPI-1

Subscribers

BRAS

Cisco 6500/7600
Juniper MX Series

Cisco 6500/7600
Juniper MX Series

NAT / Edge router

Internet

Spectre DPI
DPI-N
Scheme 2
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Installations structure
Spectre DPI can be connected to mirrored traffic, using SPAN ports or optical splitters.

Customers
Multiplexer

BRAS

Splitter

NAT/Edge Router

Internet

Traffic mirror

Customers

Backlink

Spectre DPI
Scheme 3
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Installations structure
Сommon channel prioritization, Peak hours load control and channel capacity
expansion savings. Band management within each UPLINK.
Out-of-the-box integration with popular
billing systems: LanBilling, Carbon, Gidra,
UTM5. Easy setup and the ability to obtain
traffic data through Radius Accounting or
Netflow.

DHCP Relay Agent - monitoring of DHCP
requests from customers, authorization in
case of a successful DHCP response DHCP
Raduis Proxy - for building networks without
using dedicated DHCP servers.

Edge Router
Statistics
Billing

Spectre
PCRF
GUI | Big data

NetFlow simultaneous upload:
- application protocols
- autonomous systems (AS)
- summary classified billing information for
each subscription
- full subscription netflow
Clickstream analysis provides:
- customer segmentation
- marketing campaigns
- pre-sale services
- outflow prevention

SpectreDPI
BRAS
NAT

Radius | DHCP

Splitter
Splitter

L2 segment

L3 segment

Q-In-Q, VLAN
PPPoE

IPoE

Scheme 4
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Installations structure
Thanks to the implementation of BRAS / NAT / DPI / filtering in one device and installing additional modules: Lawful Interception, QoE can implement an
integrated approach to solving problems.
Other equipment connection schemes are possible with selective traffic redirection through Spectre DPI, for example, to handle only certain ports or
certain subnets, these schemes can be provided on request.
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Licensing
The functionality is distributed between three licenses:

Entry

Base

Complete

Traffic filtering according to law requirements

Allows you to manage traffic in general,
i.e. bandwidth control and channel
prioritization, statistics and notification of
subscribers, marketing campaign, prefilter,
and Lawful interception

Subscriber management, white lists, CGNAT, DDoS protection, BRAS, additional
functionality
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Licensing
Traffic Monitoring and Analysis System – Spectre DPI configuration

Entry

FLTR

Base

Complete

Bypass support

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Filtering by the registry of prohibited sites

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Collection and analysis of statistics on protocols and directions

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Traffic prioritization based on protocol

No

No

Yes

Yes

Optimization of the use of external access channels

No

No

Yes

Yes

Lawful interception prefilter

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Subscribers informing and marketing campaigns

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Lawful Interception layout

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Allocation of access channel among the subscribers for IPv4 and IPv6

No

No

No

Yes

Blockage and ad replacement

No

No

No

Yes

White list and Captive Portal

No

No

No

Yes

Protection of DOS and DDOS attacks

No

No

No

Yes

CGNAT - Network Address Translation

No

No

No

Yes

BRAS L2 (PPPoE, Q-in-Q, VLAN) BRAS L3 (IPoE), Dual Stack IPv4/ IPv4,
Radius support with CoA feature

No

No

No

Yes

1 year update subscription

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Additional options
QoE identification
(Quality of
Experience)

Available for any version of
Spectre DPI as an option for a
fee
Backup

Passive mode backup Spectre DPI
is installed on an
alternative route.

25% of main license

Active mode - traffic
is divided between
two platforms
Spectre DPI

100% of main license
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Option: Bypass support
The functionality of cards with built-in bypass produced by Silicon is supported. It allows to ensure the network operability in case of installation of the
system in series or asymmetrically, in the following situations:
equipment malfunction
software errors
preventive maintenance
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Option: Filtration of black listed website registry
Full compliance with the requirements of FZ-139, FZ-114, manual operations are not required to download a single register of Roskomnadzor and a list of
extremist materials of the Ministry of Justice.
Best by results of testing by Roskomnadzor: https://rkn.gov.ru/communication/p922/
IAES - 0,002%
It allows you to block a specific URL for the http protocol from a page hosted, including on popular WEB-resources without blocking the resource as a
whole, relevant for such social networks as worldpress, wikipedia, VK, Facebook, Youtube and other similar resources.
A categorizer is used to implement parental control and filtering for schools. Categorized lists are loaded automatically. It is possible to use a
combination of categories.
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Option: Filtration of black listed website registry
Characteristic

Description

Using your own operator list

Yes

Use of a centralized private operator’s list for a cluster of servers

Yes

Connection Diagrams Support

in the gap, asymmetric, mirroring

Ability to control filtering by specific users and subnets for the organization of filtering services for downstream operators

Yes

Traffic blocking http/https

Yes

Blocking https by SNI, CN

Yes

Redirect support for http to info page

Yes

Ability to collect statistics on blocked pages

Yes

Ability to monitor loading lists and filtering work

Yes

Maximum list size

up 4 billion URL
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Option: Collection and analysis of protocols statistics,
directions, delays and losses
Netflow analytical information is provided for the following characteristics:
1.

Distribution of the band for application protocols

2.

Distribution of the band to autonomous systems (AS)

3.

Downloading summary information of billing by class for each subscriber

4.

Downloading full netflow by subscribers

5.

All specified modes can work simultaneously

6.

Using aggregate information for billing by classes for each subscriber allows you to separately rate sip, skype and bittorrent traffic

Several threads can be uploaded at the same time. For several collectors uploading a duplication by means of a collector is used.
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Option: Collection and analysis of protocols statistics,
directions, delays and losses

Channel bandwidth distribution by protocols
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Distribution of the channel lanes by directions
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Option: Collection and analysis of protocols statistics,
directions, delays and losses

Reports on RTT delays – distribution and over time
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TOP of hosts, subscribers, devices, IP, URL, resource categories
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Option: Collection and analysis of protocols statistics,
directions, delays and losses
For IPv6, it differs only in the absence of the sourceIPv4Address, destinationIPv4Address,
postNATsourceIPv4Address, postNAPTsourceTransportPort fields and the presence of the
following.

Export template in IPFIX for IPv6

Export template in IPFIX format (Netflow v10) for IPv4
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Option: Traffic prioritization marking based on protocol
Spectre DPI allows changing the priority field in packets passing through it depending on the detected DPI protocol.

The following fields are supported:
DSCP/TOS in IP packet header
priority in the VLAN header and QinQ packets
traffic class in MPLS packet header
A router or shaper can use markup in the priority field to provide the required QOS for specified protocols
without even having their own DPI capabilities.
The DSCP value is specified in a numeric (10, 16, or 8-digit) format or by using a text abbreviation. The drop
keyword means that no further packets need to be sent (they need to be dropped).
The keep keyword means that you do not need to change the priority value, i.e. save its current value
(usually 0). The keyword default means “for all other protocols” and it allows you to significantly simplify
and shorten the process of creating a configuration file.
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Example:
dns

0x3F

skype

drop

compressnet

010

ftp

keep

http

cs0

default

keep
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Option: Optimization of external channels exploitation
Traffic Bandwidth Management (QoS) depending on application protocols and load. The ability to save up to 25% of the channel capacity by limiting the
torrent. Providing the priority of internal telephony in relation to other VoIP services.
It is possible to mark traffic in the DSCP / TOS fields of IP packets and VLAN / MPLS priority depending on the application protocols for subsequent
application of QoS policies on routers. Spectre DPI allows you to limit the size of the occupied band by protocol groups. This mechanism is widely used
to limit torrents.

Two mechanisms are available to choose from:
Limit the band with support for the burst in the style of the
classic token bucket

this band is paid by the operator
traffic does not exceed this value
99% of the time

Band limiting with Linux-style HTB borrowing
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Option: Optimization of external channels exploitation
When an operator has several external (uplink) or internal channels, there is often a need to control the “shelf” and limit l ow-priority traffic independently
of each other, since traffic balancing is usually uneven and the channels are often unequal.
Spectre DPI can independently build traffic prioritization for different uplinks in order to provide quality service.
In order for the platform to distinguish which traffic belongs to which channel, it is necessary either to physically spread the channels across different DPI
interfaces, or to push traffic from different channels through different VLANs.
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Option: Distribution of access channel between subscribers
Traffic bandwidth management (QoS) for each subscriber in accordance with its
tariff plan.

This option allows:
use TBF or HTB polysing with channel band borrowing
flexibly manage classes to increase QoE within the tariff, if you exceed the use
of BURST and feedback incoming -> outgoing traffic to control the bandwidth

limit the bandwidth of subscriber traffic in accordance with the tariff plan manage
rules at the individual subscriber level, prioritize traffic in accordance with the
classes to increase QoS, limit torrent traffic assign uniform rules for corporate
subscribers having a group of IP addresses.
Full support for IPv6 and Dual Stack.

Flexible subscription plans with prioritization
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Option: BRAS L2, L3
Main capabilities:
1.

Control of subscriber access to the Internet

11.

Assigning Additional Tariff Options

2.

A combination of L2 (PPPoE, DHCP) and L3 (IPoE) modes

12.

Redirecting Users to the Captive Portal

3.

Traffic termination implementation (PPPoE, QinQ, Vlan)

13.

Whitelists with hostname, URL and *.domain mask support

4.

Application of tariff plans policies

14.

5.

Multi-user support (one Login, multiple IP)

Speed increase for local resources or certain services (messengers,
social networks) beyond the subscription plan

6.

Dual Stack IPv4 / IPv6

15.

Video, Online games, Web traffic prioritization

7.

Subscription plans policy enforcement

16.

NAT broadcast - CGNAT, NAT 1: 1

8.

Cooperation with Radius server via PCRF

17.

Traffic tagging (Vlan, IP, MPLS) and working with already tagged
traffic

9.

Interaction with the Radius server

18.

Mini Firewall service to improve network security

10.

Authorize IPoE sessions on Radius
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Option: BRAS L2, L3

SpectreDPI PCRF

Customers

L2Switchboard
L3-Router

Radius

BRAS SpectreDPI (PCEF)
Router

Billing

Internet

Composition of the solution, BRAS scheme
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Option: BRAS L2, L3
PCRF – This is a functional element in 3GPP communication networks that implements decisions on the application of subscriber service policies, for
example: enable / disable services or set QoS (Quality of Service) parameters. The PCRF also establishes billing rules depending on various conditions,
such as: subscriber profile parameters, time of day, subscriber location, volume of traffic consumed, and others.
PCEF (Policy and Charging Enforcement Function) – A functional element in 3GPP communication networks that applies PCC rules received from the
PCRF to traffic passing through it.

PCRF tasks:

Advantages of BRAS with DPI function:

1.

Requests proxying between the BRAS and the Radius server

1.

Multi-user support (one Login - multiple IP).

2.

Dynamic management of Radius policies and services

2.

Distribution of one tariff plan among multiple IP addresses.

3.

Synchronizing of subscribers’ information between multiple
BRAS and backup providing

4.

The use of separate accounting for AS or protocols
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Option: BRAS L2, L3
Usage example:
For corporate clients. which have many different subnets. Including the networks that are NATed. At the same time, it is necessary to provide a single
rate. White lists support with zero balance, regardless of the change of the IP address by the resource (based on the host na me or url, including options
with an asterisk) (classic Ericsson BRAS, Cisco ASR, Juniper determine IP resources). Increasing the speed of local resources or peer-to-peer networks
regardless of the speed of the tariff plan.

htb_inbound_class6=rate 100mbit static

htb_class6=rate 100mbit static

Special features L3 BRAS:
1.

IPoE technology (support for Vlan, Q-in-Q)

2.

Full Radius Support with CoA Function

3.

Supports option 82 - MAC binding to switch port

4.

Missing MAC Address Information

5.

Full IPv6 support
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Special features L2 BRAS:
Since BRAS L2 works on the data link layer, it uses not only user IP
addresses, but also their MAC addresses and VLAN / QinQ network
numbers to identify subscribers. This allows you to filter illegal requests,
thereby increasing the level of security of the local network.
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Option: BRAS L2, L3
Special features:
1.

PPPoE technology - PAP authorization protocols are supported not recommended for use, CHAP, MS-CHAPv2

6.

ARP Proxy - monitoring ARP requests from the local network,
blocking ARP requests from the WAN

2.

Technology Q-in-Q / VLAN (it is possible to remove the label or
replace)

7.

Locking local traffic - the exchange of intra-network traffic between
subscribers

3.

DHCP Relay Agent - monitoring DHCP requests from clients,
immediately authorizing a client using the Radius protocol in case
of a successful DHCP server response

8.

4.

DHCP Radius Proxy - for building networks without dedicated
DHCP servers. Instead of DHCP servers, the Radius server is
used, and fastDPI in conjunction with fastPCRF acts as a DHCP
server

Traffic termination from LAN to WAN - FastDPI BRAS can terminate
outgoing LAN -> WAN traffic and land an incoming WAN -> LAN.
Termination is the removal of VLAN tags from an outgoing packet,
landing (origination) is the addition of VLAN tags corresponding to
the recipient's IP address

9.

Availability of virtual gateways - default gateway from DHCP
response

10.

Full Radius Support with CoA Function

11.

Option 82 support — MAC binding to switch port (makes sense in
Q-in-Q networks)

12.

Full IPv6 support

5.

IP Source Guard (anti-spoofing) - check that the LAN packet
belongs to the same VLAN from which the DHCP registration
was. If the membership is not confirmed, the packet is discarded.
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Option: CG-NAT
CGNAT - The translation of network addresses and ports allows you to share a public IPv4 address with several subscribers and extends the use of the
limited IPv4 address space.

Special features:
1.

RFC - Conforms to industry standards, contemplated in RFC 6888, RFC 4787

2.

GRE tunneling support via built-in NAT (PPTP/GRE ALG)

3.

Full Cone - Ensures transparent peering protocols (torrents, games)

4.

Paired IP address pooling - Sessions of the subscriber are tied to a single external IP address for the subscriber

5.

Hairpinning - Subscribers inside a NAT communicate with each other without address translation

6.

Limits - Each pool of IP addresses is individually set to limit the number of TCP and UDP connections per subscriber, which allows the operator
to economically allocate address space resources between corporate and private clients

7.

Broadcast Logging — Network broadcasts are recorded in a text file or transmitted to an external collector using IPFIX protocol (also known as
NetFlow v10)

8.

NAT 1: 1 - simplifies routing in the operator’s network
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Option: White list and Captive Portal
The whitelist allows you to limit the sites and pages available to the subscriber and redirects the subscriber to the specifi ed page when trying to go
outside this list.
Data center

Application fields:
subscriber blocking in case of exhaustion of funds on
the account, with the possibility of payment of debts
through authorized payment systems

DHCP server
Cafe 1

organization of user identification in WiFi networks,
provision of certain user actions in a WiFi network to
provide access.
Work on the white list of sites, combined with the restriction
of work on the list of protocols at the subscriber level, to
organize notification of the subscriber for non-payment of
services.

AP
Router

AP
Data center

SpectreDPI

Internet

AP
Cafe N

Router
Web server
AP
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Option: Subscriber notification and marketing campaigns,
ad blocking and replacement
The option allows you to notify subscribers of new offers of the operator or to warn about planned work in the network. When the service is activated by
the operator, the subscriber, instead of going to an arbitrary home page, receives instead of that an informative page of the operator, on which the
operator can place the necessary information, a button to order the service, a chat window or a support call button and a link to the website requested
by the user. Information about the effected transition is stored in Spectre DPI, which ensures the absence of "intrusiveness" of displaying the information
page to the subscriber.
The page can be displayed at a certain time interval of the day and depending on the day of the week. Using the notification of subscriber’s option,
allows you to significantly increase the penetration of existing services of the operator and thereby increase the ARPU.
The option of replacing or blocking advertising content - provides the ability to selectively change the content of Web pages containing advertising
banners and manage the provision of this service at the level of individual subscribers.

Possible applications:
1.

Monetization of free WiFi points

2.

Social Internet

3.

Providing subscribers with services to block advertising content
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Option: miniFirewall
The service is designed to improve the security of subscribers with white addresses (IPv4 and IPv6) from hacking. All incoming requests for ports below
the specified limit (usually 1024 for all system ports) are closed for the subscriber's address, but some ports can be left open to access the home NAS. It
is also possible to block some malicious activity coming from the subscriber.
For example, if the analysis of netflow or abuse receipt reveals that the subscriber is engaged in spam, it is possible to cl ose the outgoing ports
associated with mailing for them.

Attack on the client’s hardware

Parasite traffic

BRAS

Mini Firewall

Router

Customers

leditimate traffic
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Spectre DPI
DPI-N

CG-NAT

leditimate traffic
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Option: Protection of DOS and DDOS attacks
The system implements the following mechanisms to counter DoS and DDoS:
Protection against TCP SYN Flood
Protection against fragmented UDP Flood
DDoS protection (LOIC, etc.) based on Turing test (Human Detection)
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Option: Protection of DOS and DDOS attacks
/ 1. Protection mechanisms of DoS attacks
In the case of a DoS attack, it is important for an attacker to disguise the return address so that it cannot be blocked by IP. Therefore, a DoS attack is the
bombardment of the victim’s servers in separate packets with a bogus return address. Denial of service in this case occurs either due to an overflow
(clogging of traffic) of the channel rented by the client, or when bombarded with packages that cause an increased expenditure of resources on the
system under attack.
Spectre DPI contains a high-performance protection mechanism against TCP SYN Food and fragmented UDP Flood attacks, allowing you to process up
to 20 million packets per second, depending on the configuration.

TCP SYN Flood Protection
The SYN flood attack causes an increased expenditure of resources of the attacked system, since the system must reserve certain resources in memory
for each incoming SYN packet, or generate a special SYN + ACK response containing a cryptographic cookie, search in session tables, etc., it spends
significant processor resources. In both cases, a denial of service occurs with a SYN-flood flow of 100,000-500,000 packets per second. At the same
time, even a gigabit channel will allow an attacker to send up to 1.5 million packets per second to the attacked site.
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Option: Protection of DOS and DDOS attacks
/ 1. Protection mechanisms of DoS attacks
Spectre protects against SYN flood as follows:
detects an attack on exceeding a specified threshold of requests not confirmed by the client SYN
independently, instead of the protected site, responds to SYN requests
organizes a TCP session with the protected site after confirmation of the request by the client
Depending on the settings, Spectre DPI may not apply this type of protection (manual activation), automatically activate the protection or to be in
constant protection mode against this type of attack.

Fragmented UDP Flood Protection
This type of attack is carried out by fragmented udp packets, usually of a short size, for assembling and analyzing which is the platform under attack it is
forced to spend a lot of resources. Protection is performed by discarding the set of protocols that is out of date for the protected site, or by hard limiting
them to the band that is to be passed.
For example, for WEB-sites working protocols are HTTP, HTTPS. In this case, non-current protocols can be discarded by configuring Spectre.
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Option: Protection of DOS and DDOS attacks
/ 2. DDoS protection
To carry out a DDoS attack, an attacker has a large network of remotely controlled computers (BOTNET) and he no longer needs to hide the IP address
of each of them 1) In this case, the attacker can simply imitate the actions of legitimate users of the site, but due to the large number of computers
involved in the attack (sometimes hundreds of thousands), even such actions will cause a greater load on the site and lead to failure in the area. Usually,
attackers choose to call the most resource-intensive requests to the attacked site in order to minimize the number of computers participating in the
attack, whose IP addresses will be exposed after the attack.
Often, different types of behavioral DDoS protection are used to protect against such attacks with varying degrees of effectiveness. They allow defining
deviations in normal behavior. We offer a simple and very effective approach - using Turing test (page with CAPTCHA. Completely Automated Public
Test), a computer test used to determine whether a user of the system is by computer.

Protection works as follows:
when the threshold value is exceeded, for example, the number of requests per second is comfortable for the site, protection is activated
only users in the white list are allowed to work with the site, all others are redirected to the page with CAPTCHA to check for "humanity". This page
is located on a separate server on the Internet that can withstand the load of BOTNET of any size (it is possible to use the company’s server)
users who successfully pass the test are added to the white list and their further work with the site is not overshadowed
users who have not passed the test (BOTS) cannot advance further to the detecting page and create any load on the attacked si te
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Option: Traffic retention for database segmentation and
churn control
Spectre DPI allows real-time recording of network traffic required to
support Lawful Interception and can be used to monitor traffic for the
purpose of diagnosing and analyzing security threats.

Changing the parameters of traffic dump requests and http requests are
carried out on the fly without the need to restart the process.

Provides:

Application Scenarios:

Interception of traffic on specific protocols, IP addresses or subnets
(CIDR) and storing information on a disk drive
Saving information on http requests and meta-information on
specific protocols and applications
Transfer full NetFlow
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1.

Fighting subscriber base outflow

2.

Analysis of subscriber solvency

3.

Segmentation of the subscriber base

4.

Definition of Internet resale

5.

Analysis of DDoS attacks
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Option: Traffic retention for database segmentation and
churn control
/ 1. Traffic retention
To ensure the interception of traffic on certain protocols, Spectre DPI
is configured, in the configuration file are specified in the parameter
ajb_save_udpi_proto - the list of protocols that you want to save on
the disk drive, for example:
ajb_save_udpi_proto=OSPFIGP:ospf-lite

Additionally, you can limit the amount of traffic by specifying the IP
address or subnet (CIDR) for the source or recipient.
The file is saved in the commonly available PCAP format, which
is supported by all existing traffic analysis tools, such as wireshark.
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Option: Traffic retention for database segmentation and
churn control
/ 2. Saving HTTP requests
Provides the ability to save http requests in a file for further analysis. Stored values are specified in the configuration i n the ajb_save_url_format
parameter.

Example:

An example of saving URL requests in a file:

ajb_save_url_format=ts:prg:ipsrc:ipdst:host:path:ref

30/11/201300:54:12.36312337.110.243.195217.20.156.126gic5.mycdn.me/getImage
?photoId=506259085225&photoType=24http://www.odnoklassniki.ru/pr
ofile/53808536930730/11/201300:54:12.364493109.235.218.12887.240.182.204cs7011.vk.me/c7008/v7
008318/12bae/CKMVEzMZnAs.jpghttp://m.vk.com/jrudchenko

ts - timestamp
prg - id active in the moment data services
ipsrc - IP address of the source of the request (subscriber)
ipdst - IP address of the request recipient (host)
host - host name (Host field)
path - path to the resource requested on the host (URI)
ref - transition source (Referer field)
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